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Our non-governmental organization is honored to sponsor these students who are 

speaking today through the Student Engaged Learning method, where students have 

planned and executed this event through a collective effort, with us mentors acting 

as advisors. They have dedicated much time and resources and have shown great 

potential in their role as stewards of our earth. It is these fine adults who will help 

combat the growing threat of climate change and its impact on mountain families, 

women and children.  Each grand environmental development comes from a certain 

divine pedigree. That is the reason it stays in the universe. 

 

We, as not so little humans, are not only responsible for keeping the world well, we 

are part of the ongoing improving diversity in such an infinity life circle. We have a 

noble privilege to continue with stewardship to let this universe shine. 

Shine with upcoming discovery. Shine with joy in fulfilling a duty. 

Shine with compassion for the struggle of other systems being attacked. Shine with 

tears of carrying the burdens alone and the gathering of solutions. 

 

My young friends, yes, you are all young compared to many trees, mountains, lakes, 

oceans, and ices around us, we have a good chance to join the nobles before us and 

the upcoming generation. Together, we are on this legacy of creating a new chapter, 

a better chapter fostered in cooperation.   

The legacy we are going to meet in a way of wonder. 

Then we will say to one another: 

 

Thank you for letting me be a part of your glorious journey. 



And we testify all the paths of light, such light of charity, we will dwell in with no 

more conflicts. For love and knowledge becomes our view.  

My friends, it is possible. Why? For it has begun. You are in! 
 


